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ABSTRACT

Aims To describe a proposed national model for controlling the risk presented by offenders convicted of driving while impaired (DWI) and promoting behavioral change to reduce future recidivism. Setting Traditional methods of controlling the risk they present to the driving public are not adequate, as indicated by the fact that approximately 1000 people are killed each year in alcohol-related crashes involving drivers convicted of DWI in the previous three years. However, stimulated by the success of special drug courts for substance abusers and new technological methods for monitoring drug and alcohol use, new criminal justice programs for managing impaired driving offenders are emerging. Intervention A national model for a comprehensive system applicable to both drug and alcohol impaired drivers is proposed. The program focuses on monitoring offender drinking or the offender driving employing vehicle interlocks with swift, sure but moderate penalties for non-compliance in which the ultimate sanction is based on offender performance in meeting monitoring requirements. Findings Several new court programs, such as the 24/7 Sobriety Project in South Dakota and North Dakota and the Hawaii’s Opportunity Probation with Enforcement (HOPE) Project, which feature alcohol/drug consumption monitoring, have produced evidence that indicates even dependent drinkers can conform to abstinence monitoring requirements and avoid the short-term jail consequence for failure. Conclusions Based on the apparent success of emerging court monitoring systems, it appears that the cost of incarcerating driving-while-impaired offenders can be minimized by employing low-cost community correction programs paid for by the offender.
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INTRODUCTION

In the US criminal justice system, the attention given to the handling of driving-while-impaired (DWI) offenders has been sporadic and often parochial, with no comprehensive vision articulated for their management that both protects the public and produces behavioral change. The current system for handling DWI offenders has emerged over half a century from state legislation, court case law and court-sponsored treatment programs. Thus, unlike the basic \textit{per se} impaired-driving laws [such as the 0.08 BAC (blood alcohol concentration) limit] that apply across nearly all states and produce a relatively standardized enforcement system throughout the country, DWI sanctions, offender monitoring systems and treatment programs vary widely among and within states. Given that drivers convicted of DWI within the last 3 years are responsible for 1000 highway deaths each year [1], it is time to give more attention to why judicial programs designed to prevent DWI offender recidivism are not more effective.

Current developments in the methods by which the US criminal justice system is handling DWI offenders suggest that a unique opportunity is developing to substantially restructure the DWI sanction/treatment system: (i) The economy dictates that incarceration must be used more efficiently to control costs so that the dwindling jail space can be used for ‘more serious’ offenders. (ii) The effectiveness of license suspension, the traditional system for controlling DWI offenders, is compromised by high-traffic volumes and limited police resources. (iii) States are passing laws that apply penalties reserved formerly for...
Table 1 Special features of current emerging driving-while-impaired (DWI) offender management systems that can be incorporated in a national model.

1. Emphasis is placed on replacement of jail with low-cost monitoring programs paid by the offender
2. Sanction alternatives are maximized to increase flexibility in meeting offender needs
3. Behavioral triage is used to create performance-based sanctions
4. Control of consumption is emphasized to impact all substance abuse problems
5. Treatment is focused on offender needs in meeting monitoring requirements
6. Monitoring data is available to enhance offender screening and assessment
7. Rapid development of new technologies will increase the requirement for program evaluation

BACKGROUND

For the last several decades, the enforcement of drug abuse laws has emphasized incarceration. Twenty-five years ago, the cost of the growing prison population from drug abuse cases motivated the development of drug courts that focus on coerced treatment and abstinence monitoring [3] as an alternative to incarceration. Offenders avoid jail terms by participating in the program but are subject to short-term jail sentences for failure to maintain abstinence or attend treatment. The success of drug courts [4–6] has led to the expansion of this close monitoring of DWI offenders in other settings with varied but generally positive results [7–10].

Although DWI courts are less costly than lengthy jail sentences for repeat offenders, they require multiple hearings before the judge involving the prosecutor, the defense attorney, the treatment professional and the probation officer, increasing the cost of managing offenders over that of traditional probation [3]. Thus, some judicial policy makers have been developing less expensive community corrections programs, based on the low-cost alcohol- and drug-monitoring systems that are paid by the offender. The best documented of these is the South Dakota 24/7 Sobriety Project [8,9], which has now spread to North Dakota [7], and Hawaii’s Opportunity Probation with Enforcement (HOPE) Program [10]. The 24/7 Sobriety Project, which focuses on alcohol offenses, requires offenders to visit a sheriff’s department or police station to be tested for alcohol twice a day or to wear a continuous alcohol monitoring bracelet. Offenders are also subject to random urinalysis or must wear sweat patches that detect drug use. Failures to appear or positive tests are met with immediate short-term periods in jail. Unlike DWI/drug courts, treatment is not a formal part of the intensive-monitoring program although, as in most traditional programs, it is available at the offender’s expense as one element of the overall sanctions program.

This trend towards greater use of alcohol- and drug-monitoring has been stimulated by technological developments in alcohol and drug sensing, such as transdermal sensors that can be attached to the ankle or wrist to record BAC indirectly from the surface of the skin [11]. One such unit, the Secure, Continuous, Remote Alcohol Measuring (SCRAM™) system (Alcohol Monitoring Systems, Inc.: URL: http://www.alcoholmonitoring.com/index/scram/product-overview; archived at http://www.webcitation.org/5uUOUPKk7 on 24 November 2010) is used widely in courts as well as probation and parole offices across the country, including in the 24/7 program [9]. Other devices—e.g. the IN-HOM™ unit (SmartStart, Inc.: http://www.smartstartinc.com/index.php/products/; archived at http://www.webcitation.org/5uU0OZyoE
on 24 November 2010)—that measure the BAC through portable breath-test devices equipped with photo capability that identifies the individual providing the sample and transmits the information to the court are being introduced, as are skin patches that can detect illicit drug use [9]. All these devices lend themselves to monitoring offenders for extended periods at low cost, which is paid by the offender.

Alcohol monitoring in the form of vehicle interlocks has also been extended to the principal historic sanction for impaired-driving: license suspension. Suspension has been losing its effectiveness because of the increasingly heavy traffic on the roads and its dependence on local police deterring illicit driving. The annual number of unlicensed drivers in fatal crashes has averaged 69,34 over the past 10 years and has increased from 11 to 14% of all drivers in fatal crashes over that period [12]. In any case, deterrence is so low that 75% of suspended drivers admit to driving illicly [13], a figure confirmed by undercover observations [14]. Although license suspension is beneficial relative to no licensing action, vehicle alcohol ignition interlock programs have demonstrated the advantage of monitoring driving, as they reduce recidivism by 64% when compared to suspended drivers [15]. Forty-eight states now have laws providing for interlock programs, and 210,000 units are currently in use, which is equivalent to 15% of the 1.4 million drivers arrested for DWI each year ([16]; see slide 3). To date, the use of intensive BAC monitoring systems and vehicle interlock systems have tended to be limited to multiple offenders, but states are increasingly passing laws creating a category of high-BAC first offenders who are subject to penalties similar to multiple offenders [17].

Thus, the growth of low-cost drinking and drinking-driving monitoring programs can potentially be scaled up to include first DWI offenders, which would transform the current methods for handling DWI offenders. Although not eliminating the need for the two principal traditional control systems, incarceration and license suspension, monitoring could produce a lower-cost, more effective management system. Whether monitoring abstinence will have an advantage over traditional license suspension, probation and incarceration remains to be demonstrated fully, but initial evidence for its effectiveness is beginning to accumulate [10,18].

**PROPOSED MODEL FOR A NATIONAL PROGRAM**

Based on the trends described above and listed in Table 1, the elements of an emerging National Model for Managing Impaired Driving Offenders can be outlined. The justification for including each of the seven elements is described briefly below:

1. Emphasis is placed on replacement of jail with low-cost monitoring programs paid by the offender. Until recently, incarceration was the only sanction that ensured complete incapacitation for repeating the DWI offense. The development of electronic monitored home confinement, alcohol consumption monitors, such as the SCRAM and IN-HOM devices and vehicle alcohol interlocks, make it possible to incapacitate non-violent substance abusers at much lower cost and for longer periods, as the offender retains the capability to work and thereby to finance the control program. Further, these community correction programs are applied within the normal living environment where the targeted consumption adjustment must occur and where both professional treatment assistance and family support is most available. Thus, this process of employing monitoring as an alternative to jail promises not only to save money for communities but also to provide a better road to offender rehabilitation. This, however, remains to be proven.

2. Sanction alternatives are maximized to increase flexibility in meeting offender needs. Compared to the past, when options for controlling an offender’s impaired-driving behavior were constrained for the most part to three sanctions with limited effectiveness—probation [10], incarceration [19,20] or license suspension [12,13]—the new control programs based on BAC measurement and interlock technology have greatly increased the options available to courts for managing impaired drivers. An important purpose of a national model would be to identify, evaluate and distribute information on emerging new technologies. In the program model shown in Fig. 1, the primary current options are arranged along the left margin of a matrix according to their punitive characteristics based on the extent of their intrusion into the offender’s life. Moving from bottom to top, they define a sanctioning continuum of increasing severity as represented by higher-intensity monitoring/more-intrusive control programs culminating in incarceration. Adding a time-frame running from days to years creates a matrix that, conceptually, can accommodate drivers convicted of both alcohol- and drugged-driving offenses of varying levels of seriousness, as indicated by the sanction severity arrow in Fig. 1.

3. Adaptive programming and behavioral triage are used to create performance-based sanctions. Offenders would enter the model shown in Fig. 1, based on current sanctioning practices that consider the offense, the prior record and treatment needs of the offender. Instead of specifying a single sanction with a set length, with the offender remaining in a single cell of the Fig. 1 matrix until the sentence has been served, this model would encourage the use of more than one...
type of sanction over a variable period based on offender performance as measured by monitoring data. This would enable a behavioral triage program that responds both positively and negatively to offender performance [21]. Low-cost monitoring systems would create a continuous record of key criterion measures of alcohol and/or drug use or impaired driving (from interlock data). Based on the close monitoring of such measures, conformity to sanction requirements could be rewarded by reduction of time under supervision or by movement from greater- to less-intrusive control measures as indicated by the performance and responsibility arrows in Fig. 1. Alternatively, failures to conform would be penalized by increases in sanction severity through extensions of the time under supervision and/or by imposition of tighter control measures.

Within this framework, multiple DWI offenders with the most serious records (and evidence of addiction) could avoid long jail terms by participating in DWI/drug court programs. Second offenders would participate in programs, such as 24/7 or HOPE, or programs employing new technologies, such as SCRAM or IN-HOM, that provide close monitoring with immediate but moderate consequences (1 or 2 days’ jail or extension of monitoring period) for test failure. High-BAC first offenders could be placed in alcohol- or drug-monitoring programs similar to those applied to second offenders. Vehicle alcohol interlocks may provide an appropriate monitoring system for other first DWI offenders, allowing them to use their interlocked vehicle rather than being suspended. When suspended they tend to drive illicitly, bringing on more serious penalties such as vehicle impoundment and jail [13]. However, many first offenders avoid interlocks by claiming not to have a vehicle. BAC monitoring might be an appropriate sanction for those offenders [22].

Control of consumption is emphasized to impact all substance abuse problems. While the target of DWI management programs is to reduce recidivism and crash involvement and not necessarily abstinence, the use of sanctions directed at the control of substance use offers the possibility of impacting non-driving alcohol-related injuries and fatalities, as well as family conflicts and unprotected sex. To date, there have been no studies that specifically consider non-traffic-related benefits, other than continued abstinence, of DWI court-mandated treatment programs, but the increasing use of alcohol and drug monitoring should create data from which to evaluate this expected serendipitous value of monitoring programs.

Treatment is focused on offender needs in meeting monitoring requirements. Historically in the United States, mandated treatment programs for DWI offenders have operated mainly outside the other traditional criminal sanctioning elements—incarceration, fines and license suspension—with the court becoming involved only when offenders fail to attend the treatment program. DWI/drug courts pioneered an exception to this practice. Moving to a court system that relies more on monitoring drinking than on incarceration or preventing driving through license suspension promises to transform the role of treatment in managing non-violent substance-using offenders. Implementation of alcohol-monitoring programs will require that, beyond the current standard treatment modalities (in-patient, out-patient group therapy and alcohol education), individualized counseling programs be offered to offenders who fail to meet specific court-monitoring requirements. Treatment providers will need to have access to the alcohol- and drug-use data collected by the monitoring program and will need to establish intervention procedures responsive to the offender’s needs in meeting the requirements of the monitoring process.

More intensive monitoring focused on enforcing abstinence should increase the relevance of court treatment programs for offenders and probation departments. Most offenders have little or no intrinsic motivation to achieve recovery, particularly when they often do not recognize they have a problem (readiness to change) [23,24]. However, offenders faced with close monitoring of their drinking with significant consequences for failure to conform should be more likely to embrace the support...
offered by court-sponsored treatment. The Florida interlock program exploits that opportunity by placing interlock program offenders who continue to have high-BAC tests into a treatment program where termination of the interlock requirement is dependent on clinical judgment as well as interlock performance [25]. Contingent treatment program planning will be needed for offenders who cannot meet required standards, even with maximum support, to avoid excessive sanction levels.

Monitoring data are available to enhance offender screening and assessment. Determining the alcohol- and drug-use status of the offenders is essential to determining treatment needs. Assessment would become even more significant in a future system supplemented by alcohol- and drug-use monitoring for early identification of those likely to have trouble meeting monitoring requirements requiring their assignment to supportive services. Currently, the level of treatment to which an impaired-driving offender is assigned is determined by (i) prior offenses, (ii) arrest BAC and (iii) screening tests/interviews. Each of these has limitations for determining the offender’s substance use status. The official number of prior offenses is determined by the look-back period, which differs across states. Arrest BAC correlates only marginally with future recidivism [26,27]. Screening tests depend on self-reported information that may be relatively accurate in clinical settings but is problematic in criminal justice settings, where the offenders may fear unpleasant consequences for being candid [28].

This limited information would be augmented substantially by data flowing from an emerging offender control system that monitors drinking and drug use or from vehicle interlock breath-test data. Both methods produce a large amount of relatively objective behavioral data (BAC) that can be used to assess the offender’s drinking status and treatment progress [29,30]. Although these data are not available when sentenced, unless monitoring occurs as a condition of bond they accumulate during probation and can be used to augment the original assessment. These data should influence the final diagnosis of the offender as well as the ultimate severity of the sentence based on the demonstrated ability of offenders to control their drinking and drug behavior. Adding information on drinking and drug behavior from monitoring measures to the traditional assessment information should provide a method for measuring progress in treatment. As noted, interlock breath-test records, as well as biomarker data from blood-test programs (measuring carbohydrate deficient transferrin (CDT), gamma glutamyltransferase (GGT) and phosphatidylethanol (PETOH), have been shown to be predictive of future recidivism [30,31]. It is expected that data from the programs that monitor drinking can have similar predictive value; after the standard treatment program has been completed, such data can be used to detect relapse. It also should provide an objective method of determining when offenders can be released from probation supervision.

Rapid development of new technologies will increase the requirement for program evaluation. A national model program will highlight weak links in the current offender control system by identifying unsatisfied needs. This should stimulate innovation and research. It also should increase the adoption of new evidence-based programs featuring more effective monitoring, assessment and treatment methods. Many of the new technologies and programs described here have not yet been evaluated adequately; however, it is impossible to delay innovation until that happens. Because of the pressure to reduce costs while increasing control over offenders, new programs and technological devices will spread through the court system rapidly. That places a responsibility on funding agencies and researchers to implement evaluations of new programs as soon as possible after their introduction.

**COMMENTARY**

The threat of certain but moderate sanctions, such as brief periods in jail, is apparently the key to successful enforcement of abstinence in both drug courts and in the 24/7 and HOPE programs. Although offenders with alcohol- or drug-use disorders would be expected to have difficulty maintaining abstinence, experience in those programs indicates that even third and fourth offenders who would clearly be classified as drug- or alcohol-dependent can usually meet those requirements, at least while in a monitoring program [8–10,32] and, in the case of drug courts, in the period following release from the program [3].

The therapeutic benefit of enforced abstinence remains to be demonstrated. There is emerging but limited evidence that it may reduce recidivism [6–9,31], but the extent to which it reduces substance use has not been determined. To date, the application of the 24/7 or SCRAM-type monitoring programs have been relatively short (60–180 days) [7,8] compared to typical lengths of court probation periods, license suspension or interlock installation mandated typically for multiple DWI offenders. Whether substance-monitoring procedures can be maintained over similar periods to detect relapse remains to be determined.

The use of alcohol and drug monitoring to control impaired-driving offenders is not new. Sweden has focused on treatment programs for impaired drivers with a requirement for objective measures of recovery, such as blood tests and clinical determinations, for more than 40 years. Recently, a requirement to meet biomarker criteria
for license reinstatement has been built into the Swedish vehicle interlock program [33]. That program has reduced hospital costs and recidivism [34–36]. There is strong evidence that, in the United States, adding a biomarker-monitoring to current interlock programs would increase the ability to predict recidivism [31,37].

What we have proposed is transformational in its methods for managing impaired-driving offenders—but not radical. It actually depends on concepts such as control of substance use and treatment that have been a feature of criminal justice programs for years. The proposed behavioral modification procedures grow out of classical learning theory, and the principal feature—certain and swift sanctions—is the key feature of deterrence theory ([38], chapter 1). The focus on the ‘agent’—substance misuse in the traditional public health trinity (agent, host and environment)—moves the problem more centrally into the health field and away from a purely criminal justice setting.
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